Read each sentence. Look up the definition of the underlined words in the dictionary. Write each definition on the lines below.

1. The king carried himself with great dignity. (dignity)

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. He worked a summer job with the intention of making enough money to buy a video game. (intention)

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

3. My neighbor was outraged when I accidentally broke his basement window. (outraged)

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

4. When I neglected to do my chores this weekend my parents were mad. (neglected)

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Read each sentence. Look up the definition of the underlined words in the dictionary. Write each definition on the lines below.

5. My sister and I are **protesting** against eating peas for dinner. (protesting)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Mom my scrubbed the carpet **vigorously** in hopes of getting out the juice stain. (vigorously)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

7. It is a town **ordinance** that drivers cannot play loud music in their cars. (ordinance)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

8. I never **consented** to wearing the outfit that my grandma bought me. (consented)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________